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We study rings of twisted rational functions and twisted Laurent series over simple artinian 
rings. We determine the centers of such rings and investigate the structure of subalgebras ofthese 
rings. We extend to infinite dimensional division rings and to simple artinian rings results proven 
in a previous paper for finite dimensional division algebras, We investigate “Galois subrings” of 
rings of fractions. 
1. The division rings D (u, a) and D (( a9 u)) 
We assume the theory of classical rSngs of fractk)ns. We adopt he notation of [ 13, 
Section 31. All rings are assumed to have an identity 1, and homomorphisms map 1 
to 1. 
Let er be an injective ndomorphism of a ring R. Recall that R [u, tr] denotes the 
ring of twisted polynomials in u where ua = a( a)u for a in R, and R [[u, a]] 
denotes the ring of twisted formal power series in ..t. The series xy_O aec ’ is a unit in 
R [[y v]] if and only if a0 is a unit in R. Powers 0’ u form an Ore left denominator ’ 
set in R[[u, a]], and R ((at, 0)) denotes the -corresponding ring of fraction 
{u ‘-“a 1 a E R [[u, a]]}, the ring of twisted Laurelat series in u. If l~ is an automor- 
phism of R then imwers of u also form a right 8!3enominator setin R ]:[u, v]]? and 
every element of R ((u, a)) has .a unique express.hon asCT-n u& with n > - Q). If o 
is not surjective and b E R is not in the image of (or, then u”‘b has no such 
expression. 
Suppose R = D is a division ring. Then D((u, 0)) is a division ring. .D[u, Q] i 
principal left ideal domain, hence a left Ore domain. The division ring of twi 
rational functions D(u, a) is the division ring of fractions of D [u, a*]. The 
R [u, a] is viewed as a subring of R [[u, u]]. For a division ring D the divi 
D(u, a) is viewed as a subring of I) ((u, u)). 
Let a = u-’ crmo a ‘u ’ be an element in R ((u, u)), and let 
a monomial. Then M = ea if and only if for every tern1 
o be the subring of RS fixed by a. Taki 
only if ar E 
Qqr(ai)= ai}. 
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only if bu”‘aiu’ = U-‘cqu’b for all i. Hence ab = ba if and only if a’ (b)ai = LZ~CF’ (b) 
for all i. 
As the center of R ((u, a)) is the centralizer of RU{u}, it is the subring of 
consisting of X aiu i such that for all x E R for i B 0 xai = aia’ (x) and for i < 0, 
. 
z = - j, six = Qi (x)ai. Suppose R ‘i= B is a division ring. Then, as is well known, 
x aiU i is in center of D((u, a)) if and only if for all ai f 0 a(ai ) = ai and CT’ is the 
inner automorphism of c# (x) = ai’xai. 
felon 1.1. If 7 is an automo~hism of R and there exists an inve~ible 
element b of R such that o-(b) = b and T(X) = bxb”’ for all x in R, we say that 7 is a 
~~i~~a~ia~~ inner a~~o~~~~i~~ of R, Clearly, if a is a rr-invariant inner au- 
tomorphism of R, then 07 = ru. 
Let L be the center of the division ring B. Let K be the subfield of jL fixed by CT. 
Suppose no positive power of cr is a u-invariant inner automorphism of D. It 
follows from the above discussion that the center of D((u, u-)) is K. In pa~icular, if 
G is not surjective, then the center of B((u, a)) is K. Moreover, K is the center of 
any subring of D((u, CT)) containing D and (u}. Thus K is the center of Dfu, 01, 
D(u, 4 and D [[u, a]]* 
We require the following lemma. 
Lemma 1.2. Let L be a field, and let R be a ring with center L. Let 6 be an 
automorphism of R, and let K be the subfield of L fixed by u. Suppose u has finite 
order h module the inner automorphism of 111. Then u has finite order m mud& the 
~-i~va~ia~t inner auto~~o~hisms of R. Mu~eover, h divides m and m divides h ‘/s 
where q is the order of u I,. 
1.3. If h = 4, then m = h. This is the case if R is a finite dimensional 
simple algebra. Cf. [S, Chapter 2.3, p. $71 and [13, Lemma 11. 
Since @ is an inner automo~hism of R, CT’ fixes L. Let Q be the 
order of cr I,. Then 4 divides A. By GaIois theory [L : K] = q, and L is a cyclic 
Galois extension of As in the proofs of the above cited results, it follows by 
Hilbert’s theorem 90 that ~r~*‘~ is a g-invariant inner automorphism of R, The 
stated result follows. 
Let D be an endumorphism of a division ring D. Let L = C(D) 
eld of L axed by CF. hen one of the two following cases hu~ds. 
power of o is an inner automorphism of D. Xhen K is the center of 
Dfu, ~3, of D(u, 4, of D[[u, aI], and of D((u, 
(ii) c is an automorphism of finite order m the o--invariant inner 
ofD. Letdbea~ginva 
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in s, the center of [[u, a]] is the ring [[s]] of power series in A:, and the 
((u, 0)) is the field ((s)) of Laurent series in s. 
Ths: stated result follows from Lemma 1.2 . and the 
oiscussion. Cf. [;3, Proposition 21 and [S, Chapter 2.3, Theorem 51. 
Suppose E is a subset of a ring R, and a is an injective ndomorphism of R. We 
say that tr 1. is R -inner if there exists an invertible d E R such thalt a(x) = 
for all x E E. The order of v lE module the R-inner automorphisms is the least 
positive integer h such that oh 1, is R-inner. It is easily verified that if CF lE has finite 
order h modulo the R -inner automorphisms, then G* 1, is R -iliner I and only if h 
divides i. 
The discussion preceding Proposition 1.4 adapts to yield the following result. 
Coroilary 1.5. Let w be an automorphism of Q division ring D. Let IS be a m&set of 
D, and B be the centralizer CI, (E). 
(i) If o lE has infinite order mod& the D-inner automorphisms, theen 
c D~WJ (E) = B, CD(w) (E) = B, GXM (E) = 8, ami CD(tulojl = B. 
(ii) Suppose u I has finite order 3r modulo the D-inner automorpkisms. Let d be an 
element of B SW: that uh (x) = dxd-’ for all s e E. Set t = d” u”. For x E B, set 
T(X) = d-’ crh (x)d. Then T is an automorphisti~~ of B, and &,,,&) = B[t, T], 
Gw~H(E) = B[[t, 711 and CWWAE) = B(Ct, 7)). 
The following question is raised by Lemma 1.2 and Proposition 1.4. Does ther 
exist a division ring D with an automorphism o cld finite order h rlp~Mo the inner 
automorphisms of D such that m is not equal tcl, h? We exhibit such an exa 
with h = 2 and m = 4. Let L = C(t), the Beld lof rational functions iin one varia 
over the complex numbers. Let a0 be the auton o-rphism ofL fixing {Z and mappi 
t to t + 1. Let p = 0-i. Set D = L (y p). Note th % C is the subfield1 of 0 fixed by 
since any periodic rational function must be a cc nstant. Hence by Proposition 
is the center of D. We extend co to an automo,rphism B of D mapping u to - kol 
Then a2 is the inner automorphism of D defined by u. Since Q(U)= - u and 
fixes C, it follows that u2 is not o-invariant inner. As cr4 is the inner automo~hi~m 
of D defined by u 2 and o fixes u”, co is a-invariant inner. Hence h = 2 
order of a mod&o the o-invariant automorphisms is m = 4, as claimed. 
example can be modified to give m = h2 for other It as follows. Let p = cr& 
Q map u to zu, where z is a primitive h root of unity. 
2. e cent D(u, 4 
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fractions of the center of D [u, a]. We prove below a similar result for A (u, o) and 
A ((u, CT)), A a simple artinian ring. As the case of an endomorphism a of 
is not surjective is disposed of by part 1 of Proposition 1.4, we assume that u is an. 
automorphism of D. 
If R is a commutative unique factorization domain then every element in its field 
of fractions has a representation b”‘c1 with CL and b relatively prime in R, and this 
representation is essentially unique. D [u, a] has a similar property, which we 
formulate as follows. 
Let M be a semigroup with cancellation. We call M nice if it has the following 
two properties. 
(i) For every a and b there exists a least common left multiple [a, b) such that 
every common left multiple of a and b is a left multiple of [a, b]. 
(ii) For every ce and b there exists a greatest common left divisor (CL, b) such that 
every common left divisor of a and b is a left divisor of (4 b). 
Tdote that [Q, b j is unique up to left multiplication by a unit of M and (a, b) is 
unique up to right multiplication by a unit of M. If M is commutative then it follows 
that ab = (a, b) [a, b]. 
emma 2.1. Let M be a nice semigroup with cancellation. Then M curt be 
embedded in a group H with the following properties. 
(i) Every element of H has a representation b”a with a and b in M and 
(a, b)= 1. 
(ii) If a, b, c and d are in M> (a, b ) = 1 and b -’ a = d -* c in H then there exists x in 
M with d = xb and c = ~a. 
(iii) If a, b, c and d ar*e in M, (a, b) = 1, (c, d) = 1 and b”‘a = d“c then there 
exists a unit x in M with d = xb and c = xa. 
Assertion (i) is a well known result due in essence to Ore. For assertion (ii), 
suppose (a, b) = 1 and b-la = d-k. Let [b, d] = xb = yd with x and y in M. Then 
xa = yc. Hence y is a common left divisor of xa and xb. Since (a, b) = 1, 
(xa, xb) = x, as is easily verified. Therefore y is a left divisor of x. But (x, y) = 1 by 
the minimality of [b, d]. Hence y is a unit of M. Selecting [b, d] = d, assertion (ii) 
follows. Assertion (iii) follows from assertion (ii). Q.E.D. 
Let T be an automorphism of M, and let T’ be the extension of r to an 
automorphism of H e a and b are in M with (a, b) =: 1. If r’(b-’ a) = b-’ a, 
then there is a unit x such that ~(a) = xa and r(b) = xb. 
I-00 s r’(b-la) := r(b)-%(a), t 
Lemma 2.1. 
from assertion (iii) of 
onzero elements is 
y f6, Chapter 3, 
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Theorem 21 any left and right principal ideal domain is nice. In particular 
nice, as it is a left and right principal ideal domain- Calculations of [cr, bj 
based on the Euclidean algorithm are given in [l I] and [6, Chapte 
commutative unique factorization domains are studied iri [3, Chapiter 31. 
Corollary 2.3. Bery element of D (u, a) has a unique representatiGln b” a with a 
and b polynomials in D [ u, a], (a, b) = 1, and b manic. 
Proof. The representation b” a of the lemma is unique up to left multiplication 
by a unit in D [u, a]. The units of D [u, CT] are the nonzero elements oif D. Choosing 
6 to be manic determines a and b uniquely. Q.E.D. 
The following representation is useful. 
Corollary 2.4. Let x be an element of D(u, a). 27ten x has a unique representation 
x = b-la with a and b polynomials in D[u, Q] and (a, b) = 1 such thut if u(x) a 0 
then b has constant term 1 and if v(x) c 0 then a has constant term 1. 
Proof. Recall that v is the valuation on D (u, a) with uniforming parameter u. Let 
k = v(x). Let x = d -‘c be a representation with c and d polynomials in D[u, uj 
and (c, d) = 1. If k 3 0 then w k divides c and u does not divide d. If k C 0 then u -’ 
divides d and u does not divide c. If k 2 0 let do be the constant term of I). Set 
b = d;‘d and a = d&. Then x = &*a, (a, b) = 1, and b has constant term 1. If 
k c 0 let co be the constant term of c. Set b = c;‘( and a = c;‘c. Then x = b-‘a; 
(a, b) = 1, and a has constant erm 1. Uniquer-bess of a and b follows by 
Lemma 2.1. &E.D. 
We call the representation 4% of Corollary 2.4 the nice representation of 8n 
element of D (u, a), or a nice fraction. 
Corollary 2.5. Let x = b-la be a nice fraction il: z D(u, a). Let T be an automat- 
phism of D[u:, a] such that T ID is an automorphism of D and T(U) = cu with c in 
&t r’ be the extension of T to D(u, a). 
(i) If T’(X) = x then T(b) = b and ?(a) = a. 
(ii) Let y kie a monomial, y = eluj with e in D. If yx = xy thert ya = ay a 
yb = by. 
As T’(X) = T(b)-* r(a) and Ithis is a nice representation for <r’(x), 
ws from Corollary 2!.4. Assertion (ii) follows by applying assertion (i) t 
automorphism T(X) = yxy? Q.E.D. 
art 2 of the above corollary applies in particular to y = e E 
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D[u, ulH of D[u, o] lfixed by H is an Ore dumain and the subring D(u, u)~’ of 
D(u, CT) fixed by H’ is the division ring of fractions of D [u, alH. 
emark. In the terminology of [4], this corollary states that D[u, olH is quorite in 
D[u, a], If the group of automorphisms generated by H is finite, then this is a 
consequence of [4]. 
roof. D (10, G)~’ is a division ring and if a and b are in D [u, 01~ then b-la lies in 
D(u, o.)~‘. For the converse, suppose x is an element of B(u, u)~‘. 
Let x = b-la be the nice representation of x. By Corollary 2.5 for each 7 in H, 
r(a) = a and 7 (b) = b. Hence a and b lie in D [u, IO]? That is, the division ring 
D (u, CT)~’ is the ring of all fractions b-la with a and b in D [u, 01~. Hence D [u, 01~ 
is a left Ore domain. As a is an automorphism it follows by symmetry that D [ u, (T JH 
is a right Qre domain. Q.E.D. 
ProjBosition 2.7. Let Y be a set of monomials in D[u, aj. T;hen the centralizer 
&+&Y) is an Ore domain, and CD(~~J (Y) is the dioision ting of fractions of 
c D[u,ul l (Y) 
roof. For each y E Y, let h, be the automorphism of D [u, (T] defined by 
h, (x) = yxy -l. Let $l be the set of all such h,. The stated result follows from 
Corollary 2.6 to Lemma 2.1. Q.E.D. 
By the above result applied to Y = DU{u}, the center of D (U, u-) is the division 
ring of fractions of the :enter of D [u, a]. Thus by Proposition 1.4 the center of 
’ D(u, a) is either K or K(s). For Y a subset E of D, Cp(,,,(E) is either 8 or 
113 (t,T) by Corollary 1.5 ts Proposition 1.4. 
The analogues of Proposition 2.7 and of the corollaries to Lemma 2.1 hold for 
D [[ u, ~11 and D ((u, a)). For x E D((u, c)) the nice representation of x has the 
form ‘b-‘a with a EZ D[[/c,c]] and b a monomial in D[[u, a]]. If x E D[[u,Q]], 
b = 1. If not, then a has constant term 1. 
Propositions 1.4 and 2.7 can be extended to more general twisted polynomial 
rings following [3, Chapter 8.3, Theorem 3.11. Let Q be an injective endomorphism 
of a ring R and let S ‘be a a-derivation of R, so that for all a and b in R 
s(a f b) = 6a + 66 and 6(ab) = S(&b + a(a)S(b). The ring of twisted polyno- 
mials R [t, u-, 61 consists of polynomials of the form a0 -I- alt + l l l + a,t n where 
ta = o(a)t + s(a). Let L be the center of I?. Suppose there exists an element c of L 
such that aft) - c is an invertible element of R. Let u = tc - ct. Then R [t, o, S] is 
generated over R by u and ua = cr(a)u for all a iq R. By this change of variables 
R[t, 0; S] = R[u, 01. 
the above change of variables 
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Suppose CT is an automorphism of the division ring with center L, (r fix 
and 6 does not map L to zero. Then, by the above cited theorem v is inne 
after a suitable change of variables, .LJ[t, a, S] = ol[u, 1, S’] where I is the identity 
automorphism and 6’ is an ordinary derivation. It follows from Lemma 2.1 and the 
analogue of Corollary 2.3 to Lemma 2.1 that the center of D(#, a, S) is the field of 
fractions of the center of D[t,a,S]. 
3. Centers of rings of fractions 
If R is any left Ore domain then the field of fractions of the center of R is a 
subfield of the center of the division ring of fractions of R. For R ==-D[u, a] and 
R = D [[u, CT J], we have equality by Propositions 1.4 and 2.7. We also have equality 
if R satisfies a polynomial identity. Cf. [S, Chapter 1.11, Theorem 211. We show by 
example that the field of fractions of the center of an Ore domain R may be a 
proper subfield of the center of the division ring of fractions of R. 
I am grateful to George Bergman for his correspondence which led to the results 
of this section. 
For an exposition of rings of fractions and left orders, see [9, Chapter I] and [ 15, 
Chapter 21. The definition of a left order also applies to semigroups. An element 111 
of a semigroup is regular (cancellative) if the func!-ions left multiplication and ri 
multiplication by m are one-to-one. A ring R is a left order in a ring E iff R is a 
subring of E and the multiplicative semigroup R is a left order in ther multiplicative 
semigroup E. 
Lemma 3.1. Let R be a semigroup with identity. EC!? S be a subsemigroup uf R. The 
following are equivalent. 
(i) For every a and b in R there exists regu ‘a,* m in R such that ma and mb 
are in S. 
(ii) For every a in R there exists m in S which is 1 egulat in R such that ma is in s. 
(iii) For every a and b in R there exists m in S :IPhich is regular in ,R such that ma 
and mb are in S. 
Proof. Suppose statement (i) holds. Select b = 1, and statement (ii) f~ 
Suppose statement (ii) holds. Select a regular ml in S such that ml a is in S. Select 
regular m2 in S such that m2mxb is in S. Set m = mlm2, men statement (iii 
follows. Clearly statement (iii) implies statement (i). Q.E.D. 
efinition 3.2. A subsemigroup having the property of the above lemma is c 
a generative subset of R. 
If S is a left order in E and there is an isomorphis 
is a generative subset of . If S is a subring of a rin 
right ideal of generated: by a regular ele 
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~oposi~io~ 3.3. Let R be a ring. Let S be a generative subring of 18. 
(i) R is a left order in a ring E if and only if S is a left order in E. 
(ii) ‘IIe center C(S) = C(R) n S. 
If R is a left order in E, then it is easily verified that S is a left order in E. 
Suppose S is a left order in a ring E. Let a and b be elements of R with b regular. 
Let m be a regular element of R such that ma and mb are in S. Let 
ma(mb)-’ = d-k in E, with c and d in S, and d regular. Then drlta = cmB in S. 
Hence the regular elements of R are a left denominator set. By Ore’s theorem R is 
a left order in a ring E1. Hence S is a left order in E1. By the uniqueness part of 
Ore’s theorem, E and E1 are isomorphic over S. We identify Er with .E and 
assertion (i) is proven. 
Clearly C(R) n S is a subring of C(S). Suppose c E C(S). Then cx = XC for all 
x E S. Let y E R. Choose a regular m E S such that my e S. Then cmy = m;yc and 
cm = me. As m is regular it follows that cy = yc. Hence c e C(R) f7 S, and 
assertion (ii) is proven. Q.E.D. 
The analogue of the above proposition holds for semigroups. 
Corollary 3.4. Let R be a ring. Let S be a generative subring of R. Then R belongs 
to each of the following classes of rings if and only if S does. 
(i) Left Ore domains 
(ii) Prime left Goldie rings 
(iii) Semi-prime left Goldie rings 
(iv) Prime rings satisf qing a proper polynomial identity. 
roof. Apply the propktion, Goldie’s theorems ([9, Chapter l] or [15, Chapter 
2’53. and Posner’s theorem [S, Chapter 1.111. _I * Q.E.D. 
We apply the above prctposition in this example. Let D be division ring. Let u be 
an endomorphism of D such that no positive power of o is an inner automorphism 
of D. Let L be the center of D, and let K be the subfield of L fixed by or. By 
Proposition 1.4 K is the center of D[u, a], D(u, g), D[[u, a]], and D((u, a)). L#et I3 
be a division subring of D. Suppose K n B # K. Let St be the subring of L2[rr, G] 
consisting of all polynomials with constant term in B. Let S2 be the subliqg of 
D[[u, o]] consisting of all power series with constant term in B. 
Clearly, S1 is a generative subring of D [u, ~1. By Proposition 3.3 S1 is a left Ore 
domain with division ring of fractions D(u, a). The center of S1 is C(D [ U, a]) f7 
which is a proper subfield of K. If o is an automorphism of D, then by 
sylmmetry D[u, u-1 and Sn are also right Ore domains. Similarly Sz is a left Ore 
domain with division ring of fractions D ((u, a)), an e center of Sz is 
For a particular case 
automorphism of L 
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automorphisms of §i generated by the automorphism w and the automorphisms rd 
for d E L, where a(x) = UXU-“ and ‘rd (X) = &d-l for X E Sic It iS St 
verify that the elements of are, is fact, automorphisms of Si. 
fixed by Hi is the center D. Let Hi be the extension of Hi to L(u, a) and L((w, t-f’)) 
respectively. The subring fixed by Iwi is the center K. 
Thus the Ore domain SF is not quorite in Si in the sense of [4],, Note that & 
contains the commutative normal subgroup {rd } which is isomorphiic toL */K* and 
the infinite cyclic subgroup (w). Hi is the semidirect product of these subgroups. In
particular, Hi is infinite. 
Corollary 3.5. Every ring is a homomorphic image of an Ore domain. 
Proof. Let B be a ring which can be embedded ina division ring D. B need not be 
an Ore domain. Let S be the subring of 13 [t] consisting of all polynomials 
ao+azt+ l . l + u,,t” with constant term a0 E B. By the above propcbsition, S is an 
Ore domain with division ring of fractions D(t). Let f be the ring hlomomorphism 
from S onto B taking every element of S to its constant term. Hence every ring 
embeddable in a division ring is a homomorphic mage of an Ore domain. 
Let R be any ring. Let B be a free associative ring over the integers and g a rin 
homomorphism from B onto R. B can be embedded in a division ring in various 
vvays, cf. [3]. Let D be a division ring containing &and let f be a homomorlphism 
from an Ore domain S onto B. Then the composition gf is a homomorphism from S 
onto R. QED. 
By the above corollary the examples of domains rrot embeddable in division rin 
that have been constructed by Malcev and others ar 3, in fact, homomorphic images 
of Ore domains. In the proof of the above corolla,q for any ring B embeddable in 
division ring the restriction f can be viewed as a 
retraction or projection from the Ore domain S onto B. 
The above results vield an example of a “Ga.kois ubring” of an Ore domain 
which is not Ore. Let B be a ring which is not ‘are and which is a subring 
division ring D. Let b # 0 be a central element of D which is not a root of unity 
S be as in the proof of Corollary 3.5. Let cr be the restriction to S of t 
automorphism of D[t] fixing D and mapping t to bt. 7%~ SW, the subrin 
fixed by a, is LK S is an Ore domain and B is not Ore, Note that v 
automorphism of infinite order. If b were a root of uui$y, then v would 
automorphism of finite order and S” would be an Gre domain, by Propositions XI 
and 3.3, in conformity with [410 
Let e a ring and let {@iI } be a set of matrix 
matrices over 
& (I?) by the isomorphism r + r1. We recall the following facts, which are 
elementary. 
(i) CMRJ ({eij }) = R. 
(6) ff E is any subset of R, ~~~~~~(~) = Mh (CR (.I?)). 
(iii) The center of M& (I?) is the center of R. 
The following lemma is useful in studying twisted polynomials and power series 
over a simple artinian ring. Cf. [9, Chapter 2.3, p. SS] and f7, Chapter 3.10, p. 591. 
Lemma 4.1. Let D be a simple ar~nian ring and let A be Mu. Let p be an 
endomorphism of A. Let {@ii } 6e ok set of matrix units in A. Then there exists un inner 
automorphism CY of A, a(y) = byb-’ for atl y in A and an e~omo~h~sm (I’ of D 
such that 
(i) cyP(I: l&j ) = C tT(dij )&j for di dij in D. 
(ii) a is an automorphism of D if and only if p is an automorphism of A. 
(iii) ek is @en i ner automorphism of jig if and only if p k is an inner automorpitism 
of A. 
(iv) LIP is a u-invariant inner automorphism of I) if and only if p ’ is a p-invariant 
inner automorphism of A. 
Ipr~of, Let L be the center of D. T&e set {p(eq )} is a set of matrix units in A. Let 
MI be the subalgebra of A generated over L by {eq }, and let M; be the subalgebra 
of A generated over L by (p(eij)}. Then MI and Mt are both isomorphic over I, to 
Mk (L). Let &II be the isorr orphism from M2 to MI fixing L and mapping p(q ) to e+ 
By thle Nozther-Skolem theorem cy extends to an inner automorphism of A which 
we also denote by a. Ther arp (eq) = eip Since CA ({e~~}) = D, q maps D into D. Let 
(7 = alp IDa Then 6wp (IX diijeni ) = 2 g(& )e, for all & in D, proving assertion (i). 
For the sake of brevity we omit the proof of the retaining asse~ions. 
Let D be a division ring, let A = M& (D), and let p be un 
endomor~~hism if A. Let A iu, p] and A [[u, p]] be the rings of twisted ~oly~mials 
and twisted power series in u. Let IX, b, and o be chosen as in Lemma 4.1. Let 
t = bt(i. 7hen 
(i) A [u, p ] is isomorphic to k& (D [t, u]). 
[ii) A [[u, p]] is isomorphic to Mk (D [[ tP cr]]). 
[u, p] = A [t, up]. It is straightforward to verify that A [t, cvp] is 
(D [t, CT]). One simply adapts the argument from the familiar case 
D commutative and O+ the identity, and assertion (i) is proven. Similarly A [[u, p]] = 
A f[ t, BP ]] which is isomo~hi~ to 
A 
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in the simple artinian ring k&(E). Thus if R is a prime left Go1 
every element in (E) Gan be expressed as &“a with b C! 
). This follows fro e lemma on common denominators [9, Chapter 1, 
Theorem l.I]. Converses of the above statements have been proven, cf, [S, Chapter 
Xl]. For W a nice domain, as defined above, we have a atzanger conelusion. 
Suppose M is a semigroup with cancellation and for every (1~ and1 b, in there 
exists a greatest common left divisor (a, b). Then for every finite set {al,. . ., a, ) of 
elements of_ M thc.se xists a greatest common left divisor (al,. . ., 6) such that 
every common left divisor of the 1Zi 5s a left divisor of (ar, . . ., a,, ). For any x E A+2 
( Ml, . . ., xa, ) = ~(a~,. . ., a,). If (aI, *. ., a,) = 1, then (xu,, . . .,x,, ) = X. These facts 
are easily verified.. 
Suppose R is a ring, b E R, and (ail) e M,,(R). If (q ) E Mh (R) then 6(q) = 
(ai] ) if and only if bc, = aii for all i and j. Thus b is a left divisor of (dq ) in M.(R) if 
and only if b is a common left divisor of {arl }. Thus if R is a nice dolmain, b is a left 
divisor of the matrix (ais ) in Mh (R) if and only if b is a left divisor of the g.c.d (% ). 
Lemma 4.3. Suppse R is a nice domain. Let E be the division ring of fractions 
of R. 
(i) M,, (R ) is a left order in M,, (E). 
(ii) Every clement of M,,(E) has an expression b”(Qri) with be R, ( 
Mb(R), and g.c.d. (aij, b) = I. 
(iii) Suppose (aij) and (Q) are matrices in Mb(R), b and d are nonzero ekments of 
R, and (aij, b) = 1. If bml(ari) = d-‘(q) in Mh (E) them there existsx in R with d = rb 
and (Q) = x (ati). 
(iv) Suppose (av ), (cii ), b and d are as in part (ii’,) and (q, d) = 1. If b’ 
d-‘(q) in M;,(E) then there exists a unit n in R I+ ith d = xb und (~4 ) = x 
In the light of the above discussion the prooi of Lemma 2.1 aoapts to yield 
Lemma 4.3. Lemma 4.3 is essentially the extension of Lemma 2.1 to finite sets of 
fractions. 
Proposition 4.4. We adopt the hypotheses of Preposition 4.2. 
(i) A [u, p] is a left order in a simple artinian ring A (u, p) which is isomor~, 
Mh (D(t, 0)). 
(ii) A [[u, p ]I is a left order in a simple artiniun ring A ((u, p)) which is ~~~0 
to Mh (D ((t, a)))- 
(iii) If p is an automoliphism of A, then Lemma 4.3 applies toi A [u, p] Q 
A [[u, Pll* 
f. We identify A [u, p] with [s 0-1) and A [[u, PI] with 
omorphisms ofProposition 4. 
assertions (i) and (ii) follow by the discussion fol 
4.1, if p is an auto 
and D[[t, cr]] are nice domains, and assertion (iii) follows. Q.E.D. 
.L. J. Risman 
Note that A ((u, p)) can be identified with the ring of twisted Laurent series in u 
described above. We require the following termino:ogy. If A is a simple artinian 
ring so that A = I&, (D) for a division ring D, the integer ba is the mattic &gree of A 
and the ring D is the division ping part of A. By the Wedderburn-Artin theorem, h 
is well defined and D isowe11 defined up to isomorphism. By the above proposition 
&.z~~~tir degree of A (u, p) and A ((u, p)) equals the matric degree of A, and their - -_:_ . . -e., .
division ring parts are .D (t, 0-1 and l”<(i; G); respixtively. 
5. Centralizers in A (u, p) and A ((u, p)) 
We now investigate 
certain subrings. 
the centers ot A (u, p) and of A ((u, p)) and the centralizers of 
osition 5,l. Let p be an endomorphism of a simple artinian ring A. Let 
L = .C(A j and let k- be the subfield of L fixed by p. Then one of the following two 
cases holds. 
(i) No positive power of p is an inner automorphism of A. Then K is the center of 
A [W 1, of A (u, P 1, of A [h ~11, and of A (Cu, Plb 
(ii) p is an automorphixm of finite order m modulo the p-invariant inner au- 
tomorphisms of A. Let a be a p-inuariant element of A s&a that pm (x) = axa-’ fot 
all x E A. Sets = a% m. Then the center of A [u, p] is K[s], the center of A [[u, p]] is 
K[[s]], the center of A (u, p) is K(s), and the center of A ((u, p)) is K((sjj. 
By Propositior s 4.2 and 4.4 the observations preceding Lemma 
4.1 apply to A [u, ~1, U, p]], A (u, p), and A ((u, p)). Let D, cr, and t = bu be 
as in Proposition 4.2. en the center C(A [u, p]) = C(D[t, a]), C(A [[u, p]]) = 
C(D[[t, o]]), C(A.(u, p)) = C(D(t, a)), and C(A ((u, P))) = C(D((t, 4)). If no posi- 
tive power of p is an inner automorphism of A, then by L,emma 4.1 no 
positxe power of v is an inner automorphism of D. Hence K is the center by 
Proposition 1.4. 
Suppose p has finite order modulo the inner automorphisms of A. Then by 
Lemma 1.2, p has finite orderm modulo the p-invariant inner automorphisms of 
A. By Lemma 4.1, CT has order m modalo ‘the a-invariaht inner automorphisms of 
D. Let a be a p-invariant element of A such that pm(x) = uxa-* for all n E A. 
Set s = a-‘a”. Let d = &p(b)* l l pm-‘@)a. By the proof of Lemma 4.1, d is a 
o-invariant element of D and grn (x) = dxd-’ for all x E D. It is straightforward to 
verify that d -‘t” = a-‘urn = s. TSle stateid result follows by Proposition 1.4 and 
Proposition 2.7. Q.E. 
By Propositions 4.2 an e observations 
any subset of D [t, o-1 the centralizer of 
by h matrices ot’e 
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subsets of 1) these centralizers are described in Corallary 15 and in 
2.7. In particular, we require the following result. 
%z. Suppose p is an autumotphism of A. Let: E be u serbsel of L. 
(i) If p 1, has infinite order, then CA(u,p) (E) = A and C_4~~4F3:(E) = &4. 
(ii) :gtippose p 1, has finite order h. Set w = u’, and 7 = ph. 7%en C,,,,(E) = 
A(w,T) and C AWO)(E) = A ((w? .))z 
Proof. Since E is a subset of L, the center of A, CA(E) = AI and the order of p la 
equals the order of p lE modulo the i .ier automorphisms of A. The stated result 
foIlows from Corollary 1.5 to Propositicln 1.4 and the above discussion. Q.E.D. 
In the above corollary, E can be replaced by the extension field of K pneated 
by E in L. If E is a finite extension field of K contained is ii;, then h = [E : KY] by 
Galois theory. 
6. Constants in A (u, p) wGI A ((u, p)) 
A field K is algebraically closed in the field of rational funllctions K(s) and in the: 
Laurent series field K((s)). We prove a similar result for the rings of twist 
rational functions A (u, p) and twisted Laurent series A(@, p)) over a simple 
artinian ring. Cf. [14, Chapter 5, Section 71 and [12, Proposition 43. 
We require the following result on simple artinian rings. For a ring R, K’ 
denotes the opposite ring. The identity function on the underlying set of R is m 
anti-automorphism from R to R”. 
Lemma 6.1. Let 13 be a division ring with center L Let K be a subfield of L. 
a finite extension field of K which is liwarly disjo ‘no porn L over K. Let lo’ u 
dimensional simple algebra with center Fp and it = !B : K]. Then D&B _ ’ is s 
artinian ring of mat& degree r dividing n, n = rq‘and B is isomorphic over 
subri.ltg of Mi (D) if and only if q divides i. 
Sketch of proof. To give an isomorphism over K from B into Mj (D) is equ 
to providing the vector space over D of dimension i with the structure 
D QK B” module. The matric degree r of IX&B” is the number of indeco 
able direct summands ofD&S-’ as a module over itself, and q is the ~rn~~~~ 
over D of a minimal D &B ” module, cf. [ 1, C 6 and 71. Note. that by 
Theorem 7.3C] (C.,~,&3)) is isomorphic to 
We require the following lemma. 
2. Let p be an injecrive endomorphism of a ring 
finite dirne~~o~Q~ over
3 P Qp w* 
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Straight-forward and omitted. 
The analogue of the above lemma holds for R [u, p] and R [[u, o]]- The map from 
R((u,P))@KB to JWSJWW@W is not surjective for B infinite dimensional 
over K. 
reposition 6.3. Let a be an endomorphism of a simple artinian ring A. Let 
L = C(A) and K be the subfield of L fixed by p. Let F be a finite extension field lgf K 
linearly disjoint from L over K. Let B be a finite dimensional simple algebra with 
center F. If B is isomorphic over K to a subring of A ((u, p)), then B is isomorphic over 
K to a subring of A. 
. The converse is obvious. 
oof. Let f be an isomdrphism over K from B to a subring of A((u, p)). Let 
= Mi (D) for a division king Il. By Proposition 4.4 A ((u, p)) = M* (D((t, a))). JBy 
Proposition 1.4, either the center of D((t, cr)) is K or it has the form K((s)). In the 
second case the subalgebra of A((u, p)) generated over K((s)) by f(B) can be 
identified with K((s))@&B). By Lemma 6.2, f extends to an isomorphism over 
K((s)) from B((s)) to this subalgebra of A ((u, p)). Similarly K((s))@& B-’ 
is isomorphic to B-:((s)). By the associativity of the tensor product, 
D((t, o=))@K~~~,~ B-‘((s)) is isomorphic to D((t, m))& B-*. 
By Lemma 6.1, D&B-’ is a simple artinian ring. (Here we use the hypothesis 
that F is linearly disjoint from L.) Let r be tbe matric degree of D((t, a))@& B-l. 
By Lemma 6.1 and the above paragraph, r divides i. By Lemma 6.2 
D ((t, v)) QbK B”’ is isc ic to (0~8)~ B-‘)((t, a@ 1)). By Proposition 4.4 the 
matric degree of I?@& 1s r. Since r divides i, by Lemma 6.1 B is isomorphic 
over K to a subring of A = Mi(D). Q.E.D. 
In the context of Proposition 6.3 if B is isomorphic over K to a 
subring of A (u, p), then B is isomorphic over K to a subring of A. 
. Immediate. 
5. Let p be an automorphism of a simple artinian ring A. Let 
L = C(A) and let K be the subfield of L fixed by p. Let I3 be a simple algebra finite 
dimensional over K. If B is isomorphic over K to a subring of A ((u, ap)), then B is 
isomorphic over K to a subring of A. 
. The converse is obvious. 
Y 
e 
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second case, as in the proof of Proposition 6.3, f extends to an i~morp~ism over 
~((§)) from B ((ST)) into A ((u, p)). 
Let F = C(B), 8 finite extension field of K Let LF be a field composition of L 
and F over K, and let I; n F be the intersection ofX+ and F in LE It follows from 
the Noether-Skolem theorem that there is an inner automorphism /Sof A ((~~ p)) 
mapping f(L n F) to L n F such that /?f@) = x for aI1 k E It; RR If 
C(A ((u, p))) = K, this is immediate. If C(A ((u, p)?) = ~(($j)~ then bi the abeg 
paragraph f gives an isomorphism over K(Q)) from (L n ~)((~)) to a subfield of 
A ((~, p)), and the ~oether~~ko~~rn theorem applies. 
I-Ience rpf is an isomorphism over L n F from I3 to a subring of A ((u, p))* and 
the image @f(B) lies in the centralizer C~~~~~~~(~ ta F). Let h = [L n F : K]. Set 
w = u h, and T = ph. By Corollary 5.2 to Proposition 5.1 CA(,,,pj (L n F) = A ((We t’)). 
Then pf is an isomo~phism over I, n F from B to a tubing of A ((w, ~)j, avid it 
suffices to prove that pf is an isomorphism over L fl F from 63 to a subring of A. 
This is a consequence of Proposition 6.3. QED. 
Remark. Cf. the proof of the l:ompatibility of the restriction map on the Br~uer 
group with the restriction map in Galois cohomoltlgy [l, Chapter 81. 
Corollary 6.6. In the context u,f ~ro~osi~o~ 6.5 if B is is~~~o~hic over K to a 
subring of A (u, p), then B is isomorphic over K PO a subring of A. 
Proof, Immediate. 
The proof of the above proposition can be adapted to yield the foilowing result, 
cf* [IO]. 
Corollary 6.7. (i) A QP B-’ is u semi-simple at tdnian ring. 
(ii) (Mh~~-“)fw~~~ is a prime Goldie rirjg which is an order in the simple 
artinian ring A (u, p) & l3 “. 
(iii) (A@KB-~)[[u, p dp I]] is a Verne Gol~ie bung which is an order in the s 
artinian ring A ((u, p)) OK B-“. 
Note that if A is a division ring then the centralizer of bt in A((~ p)j ami in 
A (u, p) is determined in Corollary 1.5 and in Proposition 2.7. 
In case A is a division ring and p is an automorphism an alternate p 
Proposition 6.5 follows from the next proposition. For the theory of valuations OR 
division rings see [14, Chapters l-31. 
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roof. D((u, CT)) is a division ring complete in a discrete rank 1 valuation v with 
uniformizing parameter u and residue class ring D. The restriction v 1, of v to D is 
trivial. Hence v IF is trivial. Let OB be the valuation ring of B. Then OB is the 
intersecti,on of I3 with D[[u, G]], and the residue class homomorphism from 
D[[EP, c]] onto D restricts to a homomo~hism from OB onto B which fixes F, 
Assertion (i) follows. 
Suppose B is algebraic over R Then the valuation v IB is trivial by [14, Chapter 
1.5, Lemma 133. Hence QB = B and the residue class homomorphism is an 
isomorphism from B onto fi fixing F, Assertion (ii) follows by assertion 
(i). Q.E.D. 
Coroflary 6.9. In the context of Proposition 6.8, if B is CL division subring of D (u, a) 
containing F, the conclusions of the ‘proposition hold. 
roof. Immediate. 
7. Subfields of A ((u, p)) 
Proposition 6.5 applies in particular to any finite extension field of K isomorphic 
over K to a subfield of A ((Z-J, p)). It remains to describe subfields of A ((u, p)) finite 
dimensional over the center when the center is K((s)) as in case (ii) of Proposition 
5.1. We fix our hypotheses. Let p be an automorphism of a simple artinian ring A. 
Suppose p has finite order m module the p-invariant inner automorphisms of A. 
Let a and s = u’%~ be 
C(A ((K Q))) = MS))* 
Then the field K( 1s)) 
uniformizing paramet~ r s 
from valuation theoq. 
as in Proposition 5.1, so that C(A(u, p)) = K(s) and 
is complete in the discrete rank 1 valuation with 
and residue class field K. We recall the following facts 
Le 8 7.1. Let F b? a field complete in a discrete rank 1 valuation with 
~n~fo~rnjzing p~~~rnete$ s. Let E be a unite exterior field of F. Let T be the ,inertia 
field of E and let V be the ramification field of E. 
(i) T is ~nT~rni~ed over F and the residue class field T is the maximal subfield of 
B severable over F. 
(ii) V has the form T(t) with 1’ = bs; where b is a unil in the valuation ring of T 
aced e is the index of tame ~~rni~~c~tion f E over T:. 
(iii) Tke degree [E : V] is a ilower of p, the characteristic of 6’. [E : V] is the 
~~~d~~t of the degree of inse~~~~bi~i~ of I!? aver F and the p part of the index of 
ramifications of E over F. 
(iv) If E b no then T end V are ~~luis over F aid 5; 1s jurors over .i? 
The noPmal series B4Vj 3 1 has 
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(v) If F is a field of formal Laurent series F!(s)), then T has the fo T!fs ))* 
Moreover t may be selected so that te = bs with b E ‘j?;and V has the form T!(t)). 
For assertions (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv) see [14, Chapter 31 and [16, Chapter 31. 
The proof of [S, Chapter 2.5, Lemma l] adapts to yield assertion (v). Q.E.D. 
Conditions for V to be Galois over F are given in [14, Chapter 3.4, Theorem 7]- 
Conditions for Gal! V/F) to be a central extension of Gal(T/F) are given in [12, 
Proposition 1] e 
Note that A (u, p) @K(S) K!(s)) is isomorphic over K!(s)) to a subring of 
A ((u, p)). Hence if A is a division ring and M is a subring of A (w, p) finite 
dimensional over K(s), then A@ K(s)K((~)) is a division ring finite dimensiolral 
over K!(s)) which is isomorphic over K!(s)) to a subring of A ((u,p)). If G is a 
group of automorphisms of M fixing K(s), then G QD 1is a group of automorphisms 
of M@K(s&((~)) fixing K!(s)) which is isomorphic to G. 
Proposition 7.2, Let E be a subfield of A ((u, p)) finite dimensional xw K!(s)). Let 
T be the inertia field of E, and F its residue class field. 
(i) Then i= is isomorphic ouer K to a subfield of A, T has the form r?i((s)), and E is 
as described in Lemma 7.1. 
(ii) If A is a division ring, then i? is isomorphic over K to a subfield of A and the 
ramification index of E over K!(s)) divides m. 
Proof. By Part (v) of Lemma 7.1, T has the form F!(s)). By Proposition 6.5, F is 
isomorphic over K to a subfield of A. Assertion (i) follows by Lemma 7.1, talcin 
F = K!(s)). Assertion (ii) follows from Piopoition 6.8 and the fact that the 
valuation on E is the restriction of the valuation on A((u, p)). Q.E.D. 
If E is normal over KC(s)), thm Gal (E /K((J ))) is described by Proposition 7. 
and Lemma 7.1. If A is a finite Qtmensional I knple algebra then 5t can be shown 
that E is isomorphic over K to a subfield of $4. ’ 
Proposition 7.3. Under the hypotheses of Prop &ion 7.2 suppose G is a group of 
automorphisrtis of E fixing K!(s)). Let F be the subfield of E fixed by G 
(i) F is complete in a discrete ualuation, the unique extension of v /KttSIj 
(ii) E is Galois over F, and Gal(E /F) is as described in Lemma 7.1. 
(iii) Let T be the inertia field of E over K!(s)) as in Proposition 7.2. Let Tt 
inertia field of E over F. Let FWp be the maximal subfield of F separable o 
Then TI is Galois over F, :r is Gakois over FWp, and Gal! TJF) is i 
Gal! T&J. 
Prod, Assertion (i) follovqs from the fact that F is a finite e 
K!(s)). Assertion (ii) follows by Galois theory and Lemma 7.1. 
Lemma 7.1 T1 is Galois over F, 5; is Galois SW 
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is isomorphic to Gal(TJF), Fep = P n F9 P is purely inseparable over FWp, ri; is 
separable over FWp, and F1 is purely inseparable over E It follows by Gaiais theory 
that F is Galois over FWp and Gal (Ci’JP) is isomorphic to Gal (T/&J, proving 
Assertion (iii). Q.E.D. 
In Proposition 7.3, E is not assumed to be norm:11 over K((s)) and A may be an 
infinite dimensional simple artinian ring. By part (iii) of Proposition 7.3 and part (i) 
of Proposition 6.5, Gal(7’1/F) is isomorphk to a group of isomorphisms of a 
subfield of A fixing K. The characterizatiorl of G given by Propositions 7.2 and 7.3 
generalizes [12, Proposition ‘61 which is used in proving the non-crossed product 
theorems. Proposition 6.8 above can be used in place of [12, Proposition 41 to give 
an alternate proof of [12, Propositions 5 and 61. By the observations preceding 
Proposition 7.2, if A is a division ring the conclusions of Propositions 7.2 and 7.3 
apply to subfields of A@, p). 
The construction of A (u, p) and of A ((u, p)) can be iterated finitely or infinitely 
often, and yields simple artinian rings of matric degree equal to that of A. Division 
rings of twisted rational functions in several variables and iterated Laurent series 
division rings have been investigated recently, and the study of these rings has 
contributed to progress on the crossed product question. 
Let D be a division ring with center L. Let G be a finitely generated abelian 
group of automorphism of D, and K be the subfield of L fixed by G. The division 
rings D(U, G) and D((1/, G)) are defined in [13], and for D = L the division 
algebras d(L/K, G, u) a-e defined in [2]. Suppose G 1, is finite and G satisfies 
property P of [ 131. Let B 5e one of the division algebras of [ 13, Proposition 31 or [2, 
Theorem 2.31, and let C be the center of B. 
For ease of statement of . he following result, recall that for a finite abelian group 
any quotient group is isomorphic to a subgroup and co~ersely. Suppose M is a 
finite extension field of C contained in B, H is a group of automorphisms of M 
fixing C, and the order of H is not divisible by the r,aaracteristic of K. Then H can 
be characterized as follows. H is a group extP,rsion 1 + HI --, H -+ Hz+ 1 where 
the normal subgroup HI (the inertia group) i, isomorphic to a subgroup of G IL, and 
the quotient group HZ is isomorphic to a group of automorphisms of the residue 
class field # fixing is a finite extension field of K contained in D. This 
result can be proven by arguments imilar to Propositions 6.8 and 7.3 above and 
valuation theory, cf. [l4, Chapter 31. 
su se B = L so that G = G IL’ Then in the group extension l--9 HI+ 
was announced in the N 
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for the algebras SQL/ 6, u). Various corollaries can be stated, as in [13]. 
exponent of need not divide the exponent of CX In [13, Section $1 an example is 
given where G has exponent 2 and H has exponent 4. 
Gerard Cauchon has characterized the center and the ideal structure of rings of 
twisted polynomials A [t, cr, S] for A a simple ring without chain conditions. We 
refer the reader to his dissertation (Universite de Paris-Sud, Orsay, France). 
Proposition 2.7 does not extend, naively, to rings of twisted rational functions in 
several variables, but it can be used to determine the centers of such rings. Thae 
facts are illustrated by an exam,ple suggested by John Lawrence of Waterloo 
University. Let L be a field with an automorphism a of infinite order. Let L[t, o(, a] 
be the ring of twisted polynomials in two variables where tu = ut and, for 0 E L, 
ta = cr(a)t and ua = a(a)u. The center of L[t, u, a] is the subfield K of L fixed by 
0. Set s = t-’ u. Then s is in the center of the ring of fractions L (f, u, Q). It follows 
from Proposition 2.7 that the center of L(t, u, CT) is K(s). 
I am grateful to Queen’s University and McGill University for facilitating a 
fruitful exchange of ideas and information. 
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